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The University of Mississippi  
University, Mississippi

INTERDEPARTMENTAL COMMUNICATION

TO: Dr. Ellis Tucker, Chair of Local Arrangements  
Committee, Southeastern Chapter, 1989-90  
FROM: J. Wesley Cochran, President, Southeastern Chapter  
1989-90

DATE: 6/28/89

SUBJECT: IDEA FOR "AWARDS"

Bill Younger, the Director of the Alabama Supreme Court  
Library, told me in Reno that the University of Mississippi  
hosted the annual meeting of the Southeastern Chapter some 21  
years ago. Some of those attending that meeting, like Bill and  
Lamar Woodard of Stetson University, may be planning to attend  
the 1990 meeting, so I thought that we could give some "prodigal  
sons and daughters awards" to those people. Frankly, I doubt  
that we would give away many, but I thought that a T-shirt or an  
Oxford glass might be fun to give.

Also, several people made a point of mentioning to me how  
well the presentation went in Reno. You did a fine job and  
inspired many people to attend the 1990 meeting.

Please give some thought to the award matter.

cc: Mary Forman
    Tim Coggins
    Betty Kern
    Diana Osbaldiston